INADMISSIBLE AS A PUBLIC CHARGE: ADJUDICATING THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S WAR ON LEGAL IMMIGRATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Isabel Martínez emigrated to the United States “the right way.”¹ While she has yet to be naturalized as an American citizen, Isabel has been in the United States since she was two years old, when her family moved from Michoacán, Mexico.² She lives legally in California on a temporary work visa, but she ultimately hopes to apply for lawful permanent residency (LPR) status.³ Her ten-year-old daughter, a U.S. citizen, was recently diagnosed with Lupus, a condition for which Isabel relies on state-sponsored health insurance to treat.⁴ A new rule, promulgated by the Trump administration’s Department of Homeland Security (DHS), is sparking fear and confusion for families like Isabel’s who worry that their use of public benefits may jeopardize their chances of securing LPR status.⁵

“Public charge law” refers to a provision in immigration law that deems inadmissible any noncitizen who, in the opinion of the relevant government actor, is “likely at any time to become a public charge” (i.e., primarily dependent on government programs).⁶ This determination applies to those seeking a visa for legal, temporary entry to the United States and noncitizens already in the United States applying for adjustment of status to LPR.⁷ Though LPC law—meaning “likely to become a public charge”—has a long history in the United States, the legal doctrine behind it has remained “remarkably constant” through more than a century of case law, statutes, and regulations.⁸

¹ Kaylin Hawkins, J.D. Candidate, Temple University Beasley School of Law, 2021. The author would like to thank the Temple Law Review, Volume 93 staff for their consistent hard work and careful review of this Comment.
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President Trump’s DHS disrupted that legal history when it finalized a regulation titled “Inadmissibility on Public Charge Grounds.” In an exertion of unilateral executive authority lacking any support from Congress, the DHS expanded the type of benefits considered in a public charge determination, lowered the public charge standard from primary dependence on welfare to use of welfare for supplemental support, and undermined the totality-of-the-circumstances nature of the codified public charge test. Fortunately, Isabel Martínez’s fears about her daughter’s California-sponsored healthcare are unwarranted under the rule, which applies only to federal programs and will not consider a child’s use of public benefits in the parent’s public charge determination. But the rule does make uncertain Isabel’s path to legal permanent residency, and the panic that the rule provoked in Isabel’s community is just one of many injuries it is likely to inflict on immigrant communities throughout the United States.

This Comment begins with an overview of the history of LPC law, including its intermittent use as a tool of government-sanctioned discrimination, while emphasizing the legal continuity of the principles underlying LPC law and the Trump administration’s use of unilateral force to change them. This Comment then proceeds to an analysis of the impact the rule is likely to have on immigrants, local and state governments, care providers, and a number of other entities. Finally, this Comment concludes with a discussion of the ongoing litigation over the rule and makes an argument for how presiding federal judges should proceed in light of recent case law.

This Comment argues that the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) gives federal judges clear authority to “set aside agency action . . . [that is] arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” The public charge rule puts the Trump administration’s actions well within the meaning of “arbitrary and capricious” under the APA by overturning decades of precedent without congressional approval, enacting a policy that flouts its own stated purpose, and cloaking a
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discriminatory policy in pretextual reasoning. As such, this Comment argues that federal judges should respond accordingly: exercise the power given to them by the APA and vacate the public charge policy.

II. OVERVIEW

Public charge policy is not an innovation of modern law. The policy dates as far back as the colonial era and has endured the many iterations of American immigration law. Part II.A examines this history, with an emphasis on how public charge law has time and again been used to discriminate against newcomers based on their income, race, ethnicity, and gender. Part II.B examines the evolution of modern public charge law and its intersection with welfare policy, starting with the federal government’s first attempt at comprehensive immigration reform and ending with the immigration and welfare reforms of the 1990s. Part II.C analyzes the new public charge rule in effect as of February 2020, highlighting its most dramatic departures from traditional public charge law.

A. Early Public Charge Law: Stereotyping the Drunkards, the Shiftless, and the Lazy

Public charge policy in the Americas has a history older than the U.S. government itself. Colonial “poor laws” allowed local governments to remove and exclude outsiders whose use of almshouses (the primary source of colonial public aid offering shelter, food, and clothing) rendered them “public charges,” a term that describes those who unduly expend public resources. Modeled on even older codes like the Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601 and the Poor Relief Act of 1662, colonial poor laws established many of the founding principles that guide public charge policy today. These early laws often turned newcomers away unless the shipmasters they arrived with were willing to offer a bond for their passengers. Many of these laws also made bona fide residency a prerequisite for receiving aid by codifying the number of years an individual must live in one town before he can access public benefits there.

The rationale behind poor laws was that resources for public welfare were limited; governing bodies were expected to distribute those resources only to those who were
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23. 43 Eliz. c.2 (Eng.).
24. 14 Car. 2. c.12 (Eng.).
25. See Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 628 n.7 (1969) (describing the five-year waiting period, its purpose, and its origins in the Elizabethan Poor Law and Law of Settlement and Removal); Makhlof, supra note 21, at 179.
26. Makhlof, supra note 21, at 181 n.27 (citing The Honorable Gen. Court of Mass., Acts and Resolves Passed by the General Court of Massachusetts, An Act Relating to Alien Passengers 339 (Dutton & Wentworth 1850)).
considered deserving.\textsuperscript{28} To serve that end, the early poor laws created a distinction between recipients who were “worthy” and those who were “unworthy” of aid.\textsuperscript{29} Only unworthy recipients—those considered to be “drunkards, shiftless, lazy”\textsuperscript{30}—would be subject to public charge determinations.\textsuperscript{31} The worthy—those who were “orphans, widows, handicapped, frail[,] elderly”\textsuperscript{32}—were free to use public benefits without fear of being deemed a public charge and facing the consequences thereof.\textsuperscript{33} These categories reflected the already evolving American notions of self-sufficiency and individual responsibility.\textsuperscript{34} As a practical effect, colonial poor laws and the sentiments behind them laid the foundation for two centuries of U.S. immigration policy that have aimed to defend the state budget against the poor and the unworthy.\textsuperscript{35}

Colonial poor laws generally applied equally to newcomers and residents alike, but as state governments formed, they refashioned the colonial codes as components of the first wave of American legislation to target immigrants specifically.\textsuperscript{36} New York and Massachusetts led the effort to bring public charge policy into the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{37} These states were the most acutely affected by the mass migration to the United States in the early and mid-1800s, much of which can be attributed to the already impoverished Irish fleeing famine.\textsuperscript{38} Not only did the population influx put new levels of strain on public resources, but the tendency for these low-income immigrants to need aid upon arrival intensified an increasingly popular bias that associated immigrants with dependency on welfare.\textsuperscript{39} The two states responded to anti-immigrant sentiment and a perceived fiscal threat by codifying their ability to deport or deny entry to any “lunatic, idiot, deaf and dumb, blind or infirm persons . . . who . . . [were] likely to become permanently a public charge.”\textsuperscript{40}

By the late 1800s, immigration policy had moved almost entirely into the hands of the federal government.\textsuperscript{31} In 1882, Congress borrowed public charge language from New
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York and Massachusetts to draft the “first comprehensive federal immigration law” and deny entry to “any convict, lunatic, idiot, or any person unable to take care of himself or herself without becoming a public charge.”42 In 1891, Congress expanded the rule to deny admission to any immigrant deemed “likely to become a public charge.”43 The law only allowed deportation for an immigrant who became a public charge within one year of arrival, recalling the colonial idea that newcomers should be able to receive aid without fear of deportation after they have established true residency in the United States.44 It should be noted that even in the early stages of federal immigration law, Congress limited public charge determinations to immigrants who became primarily or permanently dependent on public aid; the law deliberately left immigrants free to access aid during times of temporary financial distress.45

Throughout the twentieth century, two trends emerged alongside the development of federal immigration law that inform an analysis of modern public charge policy: (1) the expansion of social welfare programs, and (2) increasing anti-immigrant sentiment, particularly its correlation with similarly hostile attitudes about ethnicity and race.46 Early federal immigration policy, unrestricted by yet-to-exist constitutional protections against racial classifications, often explicitly considered race as a basis for excluding migrants and erecting barriers to citizenship.47 The Chinese Exclusion Act of 188248 categorically excluded Chinese laborers from entry to the United States.49 President Roosevelt’s “Gentlemen’s Agreement” in the early 1900s severely restricted Japanese migration to the United States.50 Native Americans were long barred from U.S. citizenship, even after the Fourteenth Amendment had purportedly guaranteed citizenship by birth.51

Anti-immigrant policies were not limited to explicit national origin quotas and categorical racial bans on entry. While not facially discriminatory, LPC law has been repeatedly used as a more covert means to anti-immigrant, racist ends.52 In the 1910s,
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law enforcement used anti-Semitic stereotypes to deport disproportionate numbers of Jewish immigrants, finding that their “peddler” nature made them “economically unfit” under LPC law. Prejudices against South Asian migrants led to thousands of LPC determinations based on the group’s reputation for being lazy and unfit for employment. In the 1930s, local agencies wielded LPC law with unprecedented, targeted force against Mexican migrant workers. Mexican migrants constituted 46.3% of all deportations ordered throughout the decade.

Women were also disproportionately turned away on LPC grounds, particularly unmarried women and women traveling without their husbands or fathers. Traditional gender roles suggested these migrants were the most likely candidates for economic dependency. This attitude also tied LPC law to sexual morality—the idea being that single women would resort to soliciting sex for financial support and “by that defect of character [were] rendered likely to become a public charge.” Though gender disparity is not especially relevant to conversations about modern public charge policy, its history in LPC law demonstrates how closely the American public associated immigrants with immoral or otherwise unsuitable behavior. Together, these troubling trends demonstrate a long history of the U.S. government weaponizing LPC law in battles over racial identities, religion, gender roles, and sexual morality in the name of fiscal responsibility.

B. Modern Public Charge Law

Public charge law has remained exceptionally consistent since its colonial inception, even as the laws surrounding it underwent massive transformations in the twentieth century. Part II.B.1 explores the simultaneous development of two federal statutory schemes: the national welfare system and a comprehensive framework governing immigration and citizenship. Part II.B.2 discusses how these developments fed public animosity toward both immigrants and welfare recipients, ultimately compelling Congress to restrict noncitizen access to public benefits. Part II.B.3 describes this legislation’s implications for public charge law and how it shaped LPC law into the form it takes today.
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1. The Nexus Between the Modernized Immigration System and the Social Safety Net

While anti-immigrant sentiment intensified throughout the twentieth century, the U.S. welfare system was growing well beyond its humble roots in the colonial poorhouses.\textsuperscript{62} The New Deal provoked the first of several waves of expansion to hit federal welfare programs in the 1900s.\textsuperscript{63} The Social Security Act of 1935,\textsuperscript{64} a product of the New Deal and a particularly important innovation in American welfare policy, established public retirement benefits and need-based income support for certain qualifying groups.\textsuperscript{65} Federal welfare programs enjoyed a second era of expansion in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{66} During this time, Medicare and Medicaid established national health insurance programs,\textsuperscript{67} the Food Stamp Act of 1964\textsuperscript{68} created a program to subsidize the nutrition of low-income families,\textsuperscript{69} and a series of additional statutes created programs to supplement incomes and deliver services to low-income youth and parents.\textsuperscript{70} A collective hostile attitude toward immigrants and a century of expansions in the social safety net sent immigration and welfare policy on a crash course that did not fully culminate until the 1990s.\textsuperscript{71}

As welfare policy evolved throughout the twentieth century, immigration and LPC law did the same.\textsuperscript{72} Early twentieth-century LPC law concerned the interpretation of the aforementioned 1891 Immigration Act, which provided for public charge determinations as grounds for deportation within one year of entry and grounds for denying entry at the time of arrival.\textsuperscript{73} Early courts charged with interpreting the statutory LPC language rallied around a familiar consensus that it encompassed only primary and permanent
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dependence on public aid. This left public programs dedicated to education, housing, food, and health care out of the LPC calculus; it was generally understood that these programs fostered societal integration and personal development, not economic dependency. As a result, only programs offering cash benefits and long-term institutionalization were included in LPC determinations. The distinction between dependency on public aid and public aid as a temporary supplement was a well-established tenet of LPC law throughout the federal courts and executive agencies.

Long after the federal courts had settled the definition of LPC as a matter of common law, Congress enacted the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 (INA) that modernized federal immigration policy and established much of the statutory framework that exists today. The 1952 reforms implemented several innovations in immigration law that implicate LPC policy, including the creation of “nonimmigrant” visa categories and the ability of nonimmigrant visa holders to adjust to LPR status. Nonimmigrant visas indicate that the noncitizen’s presence will be temporary.

Today, common nonimmigrant visa categories include those issued for work, tourism, and education. All other visas—including green cards, which indicate an immigrant has already qualified for LPR status—are immigrant visas. Before 1952, all noncitizens had to seek a visa from a consulate abroad before entry. If a noncitizen entered with a temporary visa and later decided to seek LPR status, she was required to leave the United States and then apply for an immigrant visa before reentering.

---
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streamline this process, the 1952 INA added the “adjustment of status” mechanism, allowing those with temporary nonimmigrant visas to apply for LPR status without having to leave the United States.\textsuperscript{86}

The creation of the adjustment of status process was a meaningful innovation in immigration law. Today, the preferred method of securing LPR status is adjustment from a nonimmigrant visa.\textsuperscript{87} All noncitizens must again prove admissibility upon arrival at a port of entry after they have secured a visa—immigrant or nonimmigrant—from a consulate abroad.\textsuperscript{88} Somewhat confusingly, nonimmigrants who live in the United States and apply for adjustment of status must also be deemed “admissible,” despite the fact that they have already been “admitted” to the United States.\textsuperscript{89} Given the popularity of the adjustment of status route, many noncitizens are subjected to at least two public charge evaluations on their way to LPR status: once at entry and again upon application for adjustment of status.\textsuperscript{90}

2. Congress Responds to the Fiscal Threat of Immigration

Against the backdrop of the INA’s modernized immigration system and the expanded social safety net, immigrant status increasingly became a determinant of eligibility for public benefits.\textsuperscript{91} The latter half of the twentieth century provoked a shift in public opinion of federal welfare programs.\textsuperscript{92} Many American politicians attached a stigma to the poor and their receipt of federal benefits, arguing that welfare encouraged dependency, laziness, and criminal behavior.\textsuperscript{93} This trend coincided with a similar, renewed downward turn in public opinion of immigration—specifically, undocumented immigration—which spiked significantly in the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{94}

The two stigmas clashed with economic and racial anxieties to produce a narrative that unauthorized immigrants were coming to the United States in droves to bankrupt the public assistance rolls.\textsuperscript{95} While there was no evidence that unauthorized immigrants were to blame for the increase in welfare recipients, and federal statutes had not yet placed immigration status-based restrictions on welfare eligibility, state agencies charged with administering federal welfare programs began barring immigrants from receiving public benefits.
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benefits.\textsuperscript{96} Despite the tendency of these state laws to fall to equal protection challenges in the courts, the public hostilities behind the laws continued to fester.\textsuperscript{97}

Eventually, Congress took its own action against the perceived fiscal threat of immigration by imposing status-based restrictions on specific federal programs.\textsuperscript{98} The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA)\textsuperscript{99} implemented, among other restrictions, a five-year ban that delayed newly legalized immigrants’ ability to receive public benefits.\textsuperscript{100} In 1996, Congress followed the IRCA with comprehensive welfare reform to construct the immigration-welfare nexus as it exists today.\textsuperscript{101} The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA)\textsuperscript{102} established two categories of immigrants—qualified and nonqualified aliens—as a determinant of eligibility for public benefits.\textsuperscript{103}

Under the PRWORA, the term “qualified aliens” includes categories of noncitizens like lawfully permanent residents, refugees, and asylees.\textsuperscript{104} Qualified aliens are generally barred from most federal public benefits for five years after securing qualified status, at which time they may start collecting.\textsuperscript{105} All other noncitizens are “not . . . qualified alien[s]” under the PRWORA (most significantly, temporary visitors and undocumented immigrants) and are barred from almost all federal benefit programs.\textsuperscript{106} The law does allow certain program-based exceptions for both categories of immigrants, including emergency Medicaid, K-12 public education, Head Start, health programs dedicated to immunizations and treatment of communicable diseases, and the Special Supplemental
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Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC). These narrow exceptions demonstrate a minimal but consistent commitment to health and well-being, even in a statute aimed at reducing federal welfare spending and eliminating welfare as a perceived incentive for migration to the United States.

3. Public Charge Law as it Exists Today

Predictably, these reforms implicated the public charge doctrine. The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 amended the INA to establish the law’s two public charge provisions as they exist today. The first public charge provision governs admissibility decisions made both at entry and for purposes of adjusting status. Both of these LPC determinations are governed by DHS rules and are implemented by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. Though not the focus of this Comment, the second modern public charge provision in the INA establishes public charge as a grounds for deportability. The Department of Justice is charged with the execution of the deportation provision, rounding out a multitude of federal agencies involved in LPC determinations.

In amending the INA’s public charge provision, Congress codified a “totality of the circumstances” test to guide the LPC determination. This approach had long been used by the Board of Immigration Appeals to review individual LPC determinations. Under the amended law, the reviewing officer must “at a minimum consider the [applicant’s]—age; health; family status; assets, resources, and financial status; and education and skills.” By codifying a number of situational factors for immigration officials to consider, Congress sanctioned what had previously been an informal but ubiquitous principle of LPC law: no one factor is dispositive. Enrollment in a welfare program constitutes just one piece of the “financial status” factor, so an immigrant’s receipt of public benefits alone should not render them an LPC under statutory law.

107. 8 U.S.C. §§ 1611(b), 1613(c); Inadmissibility on Public Charge Grounds, 83 Fed. Reg. 51,114, 51,128, tbl.3 (proposed Oct. 10, 2018) (to be codified at 8 C.F.R. pts. 103, 212–14, 245, 248) (listing programs that are exceptions from the definition of federal public benefit under PRWORA).

108. See Makhfouf, supra note 21, at 189 (“It is broadly understood that such immigrants often come into the country with few resources, and that providing immediate access to public benefits to them without any risk of negative immigration consequences is good policy for promoting their long-term self-sufficiency.”).
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117. See Hester et al., supra note 8, at 5.

118. Makhfouf, supra note 21, at 185.
New public charge statutes required new statutory and regulatory interpretations. In 1999, the agency that has since become the DHS issued a field guidance document to define what it means to be a public charge and to settle some other interpretation issues under new federal law. The field guidance defines an LPC as someone who is “primarily dependent on the government for subsistence, as demonstrated by either (i) the receipt of public cash assistance for income maintenance or (ii) institutionalization for long-term care at government expense.” The agency promulgated this definition based on the long-held tradition that public charge law serves to discourage only primary dependence; short-term support intended to supplement or rehabilitate has never been grounds for an LPC determination.

For this reason, only programs that provide long-term institutionalization and cash benefits have ever been considered in such determinations, a fact left unchanged by the 1990s reform. The field guidance also reaffirmed that if an immigrant has received benefits that are considered in LPC determinations, receipt of those benefits alone generally will not render that immigrant inadmissible. The field guidance explicitly lists a number of noncash benefits that are not to be included in a public charge determination, including Medicaid (for noninstitutionalized treatment), Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), Food Stamps, WIC, Head Start, and public housing benefits. The principles set forth in the field guidance have guided the relevant agencies in making LPC determinations since their promulgation. These foundational principles—primary dependence versus supplemental support, limitation to programs offering cash benefits and long-term institutionalization, and the importance of a holistic evaluation—have been universally applied throughout the executive agencies charged with executing LPC law.
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124. Id. at 28,692 (listing Social Security, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families cash assistance, state and local cash assistance programs, and institutionalized Medicaid health care as programs that will be included in LPC determinations, but noting that past use of these programs will not lead to a “per se determination” that the immigrant is inadmissible or deportable as a public charge).
125. Id. at 28,693.
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C. Public Charge in the Trump Administration

In October of 2018, the DHS published a notice of proposed rulemaking called Inadmissibility on Public Charge Grounds,128 which was finalized after a comment period on August 14, 2019.129 The DHS stated two purposes for promulgating a new public charge rule: (1) to promote the self-sufficiency of immigrants in the United States130 and (2) to improve upon the 1999 field guidance and clarify how to appropriately weigh the statutory LPC factors.131 The rule applies not only to applications for admission to the United States and adjustments of status to that of a lawful permanent resident, but also to requests for extensions of stay and change of status for certain nonimmigrant individuals.132 There is no statutory basis for the application of LPC law to change the status of nonimmigrants; the DHS exerted unprecedented authority with the promulgation of this rule.133 The rule does allow for certain exemptions, and it does not consider use of public benefits by an undocumented individual’s child.134 However, the rule’s broad scope means that some categories of noncitizens who legally access public benefits will later be punished for such use via a public charge determination.135 This will affect both applicants for LPR status and those who have already been granted LPR status and are seeking to reenter the United States after more than six months away.136

In addition to the expansion in the scope of LPC law, the rule changes the very definition of what it means to be a public charge.137 The rule defines public charge as anyone receiving “one or more public benefits . . . for more than 12 months in the aggregate within any 36-month period (such that, for instance, receipt of two benefits in one month counts as two months).”138 In a departure from a centuries-old tradition, the rule goes on to include both cash and noncash benefits in its definition of a public benefit. Not only does the DHS identify the traditional cash assistance programs as targets of consideration, but it also takes the unprecedented step of including SNAP food stamps, certain Medicaid benefits, Section 8 rental assistance, and public housing in the LPC calculus.139

---

131. Id. at 51,123 (“N)either the proposed rule nor Interim Field Guidance sufficiently described the mandatory factors or explained how to weigh these factors in the public charge inadmissibility determination.”).
132. 8 C.F.R. § 212.22(b)(6) (2020); Regier, supra note 126, at 89.
134. Regier, supra note 126, at 89; see also Inadmissibility on Public Grounds, 84 Fed. Reg. at 41,309 (excluding public benefit use by any of an individual’s household members, including an individual’s minor child, from the individual’s public charge determination).
135. Regier, supra note 126, at 90.
136. Id.
137. Id. at 91.
138. 8 C.F.R. § 212.21(a) (2020).
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Recall that a determination that a noncitizen has used public benefits in the past should not necessarily render her inadmissible or ineligible for LPR status.\textsuperscript{140} Per the INA’s statutory mandate, whether the individual is, at any time, likely to become a public charge is to be determined according to the totality of the circumstances test.\textsuperscript{141} Use of public benefits is just one element of the “financial status” factor of that test, which in turn is just one of five factors available for consideration.\textsuperscript{142}

As an executive agency, the DHS is limited in its ability to make policy.\textsuperscript{143} The DHS’s statutory mandate empowers the agency strictly to enforce congressional law, not undermine it.\textsuperscript{144} Nevertheless, the DHS manages to revamp a codified multifactor test by assigning “automatic positive or negative valence[s] to certain characteristics related to each statutory factor.”\textsuperscript{145} The rule designates use of public benefits—still just one subfactor of the financial assets element—as a “heavily weighted negative factor.”\textsuperscript{146} Though the DHS cannot officially change the codified, comprehensive nature of LPC determinations, the heavy weight and limited number of other negatively weighed characteristics are likely to render the use of public benefits essentially dispositive.\textsuperscript{147}

In sum, the public charge rule uses unilateral executive authority to alter LPC law in a number of ways. The rule (1) expands the scope of the determination’s reach in terms of applicants to which it applies, (2) assigns automatic weight to statutory factors that should be balanced with discretion, and (3) adds never before considered benefit programs in a way that abandons the policy’s steadfast commitment to forgiving the use of noncash supplementary benefits.

III. DISCUSSION

The Trump Administration’s rule effectuated drastic changes in public charge policy, drawing intense criticism from public health officials, immigrant advocacy groups, and lawmakers.\textsuperscript{148} Part III.A discusses just some of the predicted consequences of the new public charge regulation, focusing predominately on those that prompted a number of stakeholders to take their grievances to court. Part III.B turns to an argument about how federal judges should respond to that litigation, beginning in Part III.B.1 with a summary of the litigants’ strategy and the grounds for relief that they have submitted to the courts. Part III.B.2 provides the judicial context for the public charge litigation by discussing other, recent instances of states resisting attempts by the executive branch to unilaterally reform immigration law. Finally, Part III.B.3 concludes with an argument

\textsuperscript{140} See supra notes 118–119 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{142} Makhlof, supra note 21, at 185.
\textsuperscript{143} See 8 U.S.C. § 1103(a) (granting the DHS Secretary the power to administer and enforce laws relating to immigration and naturalization of noncitizens).
\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{145} Regier, supra note 126, at 90.
\textsuperscript{146} 8 C.F.R. § 212.21(c)(1)(ii) (2020).
\textsuperscript{147} Regier, supra note 126, at 90.
\textsuperscript{148} See infra notes 199–201 and accompanying text for a list of stakeholders opposed to the Trump administration’s policy.
about how the presiding federal judges should settle the pending disputes over the public charge rule.

A. Anticipated Effects of President Trump’s Public Charge Rule

Given the recency of the rule change, the magnitude of the direct legal impact (i.e., an increase in noncitizens who are deemed inadmissible or ineligible for LPR status on public charge grounds) is yet to be seen.149 Some early assessments are foreboding. One estimation shows that ninety-four percent of all noncitizens who entered the country without LPR status have at least one characteristic that the DHS would weigh negatively in a public charge determination under the new rule, and forty-two percent have at least one characteristic that the DHS would heavily weigh as a negative factor.150 Many of these noncitizens will face a higher barrier to LPR status in the wake of the rule.151 The specific number of those affected is likely to be sizable, given the fact that in 2017, 380,000 of the 550,000 noncitizens who adjusted to LPR did so through a pathway that likely required a public charge determination.152

If history is to be of any guidance, data on this point from 1996 (the last time immigration reform resulted in a more restrictive LPC policy) indicate that the legal implications for individuals and their status could be extensive. Immediately following the PRWORA’s enactment in 1996, public charge became the leading basis for denying admissibility and adjustment to LPR status—a title it retained for the next ten years.153 From 1994 to 2008, LPC determinations constituted fifty-three percent of all 790,685 exclusions.154 By 2008, LPC had fallen to a small minority of inadmissibility determinations, but the spike in the doctrine’s use after the 1996 reform suggests that even marginal adjustments to the policy can have real impacts on immigrants seeking to enter or change status for some time after the rule’s implementation.155

The rule, with its expanded definition of public charge, addition of never-before-considered benefits, and calculus favoring inadmissibility, has the potential to repeat the history of the 1990s. The threat is particularly real for low-income immigrants trying to enter the United States legally or adjust to LPR status,156 given that another of the rule’s heavily weighted negative factors is claiming an income of more than 125% below the federal poverty line.157 Many critics have focused on the rule’s disproportionate impact on the less wealthy, accusing the Trump administration of
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154. Id. at 19–20.

155. See id.

156. Hester et al., supra note 8, at 8.

imposing a “wealth test for admission” to the United States. Other critics go on to cite potential racial impacts, noting that the rule’s emphasis on financial status is likely to disproportionately affect the admission and LPR applications of nonwhite immigrants.

In defense of the rule, some scholars argue that its legal implications are actually likely to be fairly limited. This line of reasoning considers the addition of noncash benefits and the negative weight assigned to LPC factors to be insignificant. It also emphasizes the exceptions allowed under the rule that exempt many categories of immigrants from LPC determinations, including refugees, asylees, and those with special immigrant juvenile status. Moreover, it is not clear the DHS has the practical capabilities to enforce the rule to its full potential. Enforcement would require a massive personnel effort and the cooperation of state governments as the custodians of most information on public benefit recipients.

Regardless of whether the rule’s direct impacts will match those brought on by the 1996 LPC reform, the rule will levy its most devastating impact in the form of the “chilling effect.” The term “chilling effect” describes the trend of immigrant disenrollment from public benefit programs out of confusion over new eligibility rules or fear of jeopardizing their chances of achieving LPR status. Though the rule actually applies to narrow groups of immigrants, this fear and confusion leads even those who fall outside of the rule’s scope to disenroll from benefit programs, including those that are not at all considered in LPC determinations. Thus, the rule’s indirect effect is likely to outweigh its legal reach.

Again, the aftermath of the 1996 LPC reform is informative and foreshadows an impending chill in the welfare recipient rolls. Following the 1996 reform, benefit
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160. Raymond G. Lahoud, New Immigration Rule’s Approach to Public Aid Is Not New, LAW360 (Aug. 26, 2019, 5:37 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/1192562/new-immigration-rule-s-approach-to-public-aid-is-not-new [https://perma.cc/J6FU-QGYZ] (“It is unlikely that there will be any significant increase in public charge determinations, given that the factors that the final rule further outlines have long been an integral part of federal immigration law.”).
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162. Hammond, supra note 69, at 527.
163. See id. at 528.
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167. Id. (“Thus, in addition to discouraging the use of Medicaid, SNAP or housing assistance, chilling effects may lead immigrants to disenroll from or forgo federal, state and local programs that fall outside public charge’s reach, such as CHIP [Children’s Health Insurance Program].”).
168. See Regier, supra note 126, at 93.
169. Id.
programs reported declines in immigrant enrollment ranging from twenty to sixty percent. The chilling effect of the 1990s has already shown signs of a repeat appearance in the wake of the new DHS rule. Since the DHS gave notice of the proposed rule, agencies in eighteen states have reported declines in enrollment of up to twenty percent for WIC, a program that is not even implicated by the new rule. Estimates of the anticipated disenrollment from other programs like CHIP and Medicaid range from 2.1 to 4.9 million individuals.

The impact of a chilling effect would be devastating for the noncitizen populations in terms of public health, poverty, and food security. Numerous people are at risk, given the fact that naturalized citizens and noncitizens comprise fourteen percent of the 82.6 million people receiving the public benefits considered under the new rule. The rule’s critics have cited a myriad of adverse effects to noncitizen well-being, including increased poverty, decreased food and housing security, reduced educational attainment, increased mother and infant mortality rates, increased rates of obesity and malnutrition, decreased vaccination rates, and increased prevalence of communicable diseases. These adverse public health effects are so likely that the DHS explicitly acknowledged many of them as side effects of the rule’s implementation and the ensuing chilling effect.

In addition to the well-being of noncitizens, the public charge rule threatens harm on a macro level by shifting burdens to the states, municipalities, and “safety net providers” (hospitals and health centers), which deal most intimately with public health problems. Disenrollment from preventative health care programs—coupled with the other adverse health effects discussed above—will increase noncitizen use of emergency Medicaid services, which remain available to all residents regardless of citizenship status and are not factored into LPC determinations. The cost burden of uncompensated emergency care, which is exceptionally expensive, will fall on state-run
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Medicaid programs and private health care providers.\(^{180}\) In turn, this is likely to impact the risk pool of marketplace coverage in a way that drives up health care costs for coverage consumers across the board.\(^{181}\)

While state budgets will feel the effects of the rule most acutely in terms of health care costs, critics estimate that the rule will provoke a number of other adverse fiscal impacts for state and local governments.\(^{182}\) For example, noncitizen disenrollment from programs that enhance spending power and capacity to work could be detrimental to economic output and state tax revenues.\(^{183}\) As it is, state and local governments collect significant tax revenue from their noncitizen residents.\(^{184}\) This revenue is likely to decrease as a result of disenrollment from programs that allowed noncitizens to earn and spend paychecks.\(^{185}\) As a concrete example, the State of Washington estimates that the regulation will force a reduction in its overall economic output in an amount somewhere between $41.8 million and $97.5 million dollars.\(^{186}\) Obviously, such numbers will vary by state, with the most intense concentration on states with higher proportions of noncitizen populations.\(^{187}\)

In light of all the things the public charge rule is likely to do, what is perhaps most striking are the things the public charge rule is likely to not do. Specifically, it seems almost certain that the regulation will not serve its purported purpose,\(^{188}\) which is to increase the “self-sufficient[cy]” of the noncitizen population.\(^{189}\) Enacting a rule that is likely to decrease enrollment in public benefit programs is a puzzling way for the DHS to serve this goal, given extensive evidence that receiving noncash public benefits actually promotes stability and economic mobility.\(^{190}\) Subsidized health care programs such as Medicaid have proven to be particularly effective in promoting financial stability, as access to preventative and early-treatment care facilitates employment retention for low-wage workers.\(^{191}\) Housing benefits also help low-income populations sustain
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employment, and the nutritional assistance promised by programs like SNAP have demonstrated powerful anti-poverty capabilities. Public charge policy has long acknowledged this connection between non-cash benefits and true self-sufficiency, evidenced by the doctrine’s well-established distinctions between non-cash and cash benefits and between dependency and supplementary support from welfare programs. The Trump administration’s departure from enduring public charge principles, coupled with the harm it threatens to individuals and municipalities, set the stage for the legal battle over LPC policy.

B. The Public Charge Litigation

This Part provides an overview of how the public charge litigation has proceeded thus far. It begins, in Part III.B.1 with a summary of the claims for relief that states and their allies have pleaded, most of them being grounded in the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). Part III.B.2 acknowledges that the public charge litigation is simply the most recent iteration of a familiar pattern: the executive branch announces a change in immigration policy and state attorneys general push back by bringing APA claims before the federal courts. This Part briefly discusses these disputes, highlighting trends in their outcomes and identifying similarities to the litigation at hand. Finally, Part III.B.3 argues that based on the questionable authority and insincerity behind the rule, the APA’s mandate and relevant case law, and congressional inaction, federal judges should side with the states in their fight against the public charge rule.

1. The APA as a Means to Relief: Reviewing the Claims

The foregoing, extensive list of dangers posed by the public charge rule has forced the Trump administration to defend its regulation against several challenges in federal court. To date, attorneys general from twenty-one states and the District of Columbia have joined lawsuits pending against the DHS. The states are joined in these suits by several advocacy groups representing the immigrant communities, whose health and well-being stand to suffer under the rule. A number of other organizations have also joined the suits in defense of their own interests, including fiscal policy groups and
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private tech firms concerned about their skilled labor force. While the challenges are numerous and varied, most of the claims are grounded in the APA.

The APA entitles parties who are “suffering legal wrong because of agency action[] or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action” to judicial review of the offending action. The remedies available to plaintiffs in an APA action include injunctive relief, which the plaintiffs have requested in an effort to prevent the rule from taking effect. Under the APA, a reviewing court may “hold unlawful and set aside agency action . . . found to be . . . arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” Based on this provision, the plaintiffs’ complaints focus predominately on the twin claims that the DHS’s public charge rule is (1) contrary to existing law, and (2) arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion.

To support the first argument that the rule should be set aside for its contradiction of existing law, the plaintiffs cite a number of statutes they believe to be undermined by the DHS rule. The plaintiffs argue that the rule violates the INA’s codification (via the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act) of the totality of the circumstances test for LPC determinations by weighing use of public benefits so heavily in the determination that it is essentially dispositive. The rule’s alleged violation of the PRWORA comes in the form of a “bait and switch”: the regulation punishes lawful immigrants for use of public benefits where Congress has explicitly provided that those benefits be made available to them after five years of residency. The rule’s inclusion of SNAP benefits in LPC determinations directly flouts SNAP’s enabling statute, which prohibits the consideration of those benefits “[as] income or resources for any purpose under any Federal, State, or local laws.” Finally, the rule runs contrary to the
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Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits discrimination by any federal program against an individual based on a disability, the challenge based on the arbitrary, capricious, and abuse of discretion nature of the rule is grounded less in the rule’s contradiction of statutes and more in the Agency’s reversal of its own policy based on centuries-old principles. Those departures have already been discussed, but they include the redefinition of public charge as anyone receiving one or more public benefits, the shift from public charge as a determination of dependency on public benefits to mere support from those programs, the unprecedented addition of noncash benefits to the determination, the creation of the factor-weighing framework, and the arbitrary selection of the time frame for public benefit use that triggers its weight as a heavily weighted negative factor. When an agency reverses its own policy this way, the agency must have a reasoned and full explanation for doing so; the explanation is especially important when the agency reverses its stance after decades of public reliance on the previous policy.

The plaintiffs argue that the DHS has not offered the requisite explanations for its sudden departure from a long-held policy. The only explanation the DHS offered for the change in policy is its purported dedication to the “self-sufficiency” of the immigrant population. By the DHS’s own admission, the rule’s anticipated effects are actually contradictory to the end of self-sufficiency. This, the plaintiffs argue, suggests that the stated justification for the change in policy is a disingenuous one. The agency’s
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reliance on this explanation in light of all the evidence to contradict it provides the grounds for the plaintiffs’ claim that the rule is arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion.\footnote{220}

In furtherance of this argument, the plaintiffs point to what they believe to be the genuine motivation for the change in policy: the furtherance of the Trump administration’s anti-immigrant agenda.\footnote{221} The claim is not as radical as it may sound. Both as a candidate and a sitting president, Donald Trump and his team have made immigration a centerpiece of the national political discourse.\footnote{222} Even the White House website states that “[President Trump] supports ending chain migration, eliminating the Visa Lottery, and moving the country to a merit-based entry system.”\footnote{223} The White House has also circulated falsehoods about immigrant use of welfare programs, asserting that immigrant families use welfare at higher rates than native-born families in an apparent attempt to fan the fires of existing public hostilities against immigration and public welfare.\footnote{224} Further, the Trump administration’s preoccupation with immigration does not extend to all migrants evenly.\footnote{225} Statements from White House officials and the President reveal that the administration’s anti-immigration policy has a decided slant against nationals of countries that are not predominately white.\footnote{226} Citing the Trump administration’s open hostility for non-European immigrants\footnote{227} and the rule’s disparate
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impact on low-income noncitizens from Central and South American countries, the plaintiffs argue that the self-sufficiency explanation is a pretextual one to disguise a more invidious motivation. History lends support to the view that public charge policy is a weapon primed for racial animus, given the tradition of public charge determinations as a method of targeting racial minorities.

In all districts where complaints were filed against the DHS for its promulgation of the rule, the presiding judges sided with the states. Federal judges in three states issued preliminary injunctions to block the rule days before it was scheduled to take effect on October 15, 2019. Though the injunctions varied in scope, two district judges ordered nationwide injunctions that temporarily precluded the DHS from implementing the rule anywhere in the United States. A flurry of appeals by the government left behind discord among circuit judges and a complicated patchwork of judicial orders. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit stayed the injunction, though those orders had no practical effect in light of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit’s decision to deny the government’s motion and leave the injunction in place. This left only one injunction untouched by appellate review, an injunction from the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois that precluded enforcement only in the State of Illinois.

The disorder caused by the conflicting orders prompted the Supreme Court to grant review of the nationwide injunction just three weeks after the Second Circuit refused to lift it. In a 5–4 decision along party lines, the Supreme Court lifted the national injunction against the order, leaving the rule to take effect pending resolution of the
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litigation.\textsuperscript{239} Notably, the Court did not speak to the merits of the public charge litigation at all; the order accompanied a mere four-page concurring opinion that expressed only procedural objections to the injunctions.\textsuperscript{240} Writing in concurrence, Justice Gorsuch identified several problems with the rising use of nationwide injunctions by district judges.\textsuperscript{241} Justice Gorsuch seemed to be most troubled by the way national injunctions manage to flout a foundational principle of judicial remedies: remedies are meant only to “redress the injuries sustained by a particular plaintiff in a particular lawsuit.”\textsuperscript{242} Notwithstanding its broader implications for the fate of nationwide injunctions generally, the Supreme Court’s order allows the DHS to effectuate its regulation while the public charge litigation proceeds.\textsuperscript{243}

2. The Context: States vs. Feds in Immigration Policy

Before proceeding to an analysis of where the public charge litigation stands in the aftermath of the Supreme Court’s order, it is crucial to note the judicial environment with regard to immigration law. The public charge litigation is not an anomaly; it joins a growing list of legal battles led by state attorneys general who are challenging the Trump administration and its efforts to unilaterally change immigration policy.\textsuperscript{244} The Supreme Court has long-acknowledged broad judicial deference in immigration policy, where Congress and the executive branch have “broad, undoubted power over the subject of immigration and the status of aliens.”\textsuperscript{245} That power stems from the Constitution itself, which vests the authority to “establish a[] uniform Rule of Naturalization” and shape foreign policy with the federal government.\textsuperscript{246} However, the results of recent cases on the issue are inconsistent, suggesting that the courts are uncertain about their own role in refereeing disputes over executive attempts to change immigration policy without congressional endorsement.

In City of San Francisco v. Trump,\textsuperscript{247} the Ninth Circuit found that without congressional authorization, the executive branch could not withhold federal funds from “sanctuary” cities that protect immigrant populations by refusing to share immigration
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status information with federal law enforcement. The Supreme Court, however, upheld President Trump’s travel ban, which barred entry of nationals from six predominantly Muslim countries via executive order, finding that such action fell within the INA’s scope of delegated presidential authority.

Though the Trump administration and its executive immigration actions have been met with particular resistance in the courts, it is not the only modern administration to be thwarted. In Texas v. United States, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit denied the Obama administration the authority to implement the Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents Program, which would have overridden immigration statutes and granted deportation exemptions to millions of otherwise unlawfully present immigrants. Even under the “special deference” owed to the Secretary of DHS, the court found that attempting to change the legal status of millions with one sweeping executive act was “an untenable position in light of the INA’s intricate system of immigration classifications.”

Most relevant to the public charge litigation is Department of Commerce v. New York (The Census Case), decided just last year. The Supreme Court sided with the petitioners in their claim that the Secretary of Commerce’s decision to include a citizenship question in the 2020 census was an abuse of discretion under the APA because the stated reasons for the policy change rested on a pretextual basis. While acknowledging the deference the Court owes the executive in making immigration policy, the Court invoked an exception available upon a showing of bad faith or improper behavior by the decisionmakers. Under this exception, the Court may conduct an inquiry that goes beyond the record in an attempt to uncover the decisionmakers’ “mental processes.” That “extra-record” inquiry involved the Court’s scrutiny of the Trump administration’s seeming preoccupation with depressing noncitizen census response rates and led Chief Justice Roberts to conclude that the given justification for the new policy—improving enforcement of the Voting Rights Act of 1965—was contrived. In the Chief Justice’s words,

We are presented, in other words, with an explanation for agency action that is incongruent with what the record reveals about the agency’s priorities and decisionmaking process. It is rare to review a record as extensive as the one before us when evaluating informal agency action—and it should be. But
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having done so for the sufficient reasons we have explained, we cannot ignore the disconnect between the decision made and the explanation given. Our review is deferential, but we are “not required to exhibit a naiveté from which ordinary citizens are free.”

The Court invoked similar reasoning in June 2020 when it rebuked the Trump administration’s attempt to rescind the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program via executive action. The Court sided with the administration in finding that petitioners had not proved intentional racial discrimination, despite a disproportionate impact on Latino children. Instead, the Court vacated the DACA rescission on APA grounds, finding the administration had acted arbitrarily and capriciously by offering post hoc justifications for the policy change, failing to acknowledge billion-dollar losses in economic output and tax revenue as a result of the rescission, and refusing to consider alternative policies in light of the millions of families who had long relied on DACA’s continuation.

These decisions reflect the courts’ attempts to navigate an increasingly delicate governmental power balance in immigration law; in the absence of congressional action to intervene, the judiciary has been forced to react to blatant overreaches of executive power in an area of law that has traditionally afforded the executive branch robust deference. Such is the case for federal judges adjudicating the public charge litigation. After choosing the side of judicial deference and lifting the injunction against the public charge rule, Judge Jay Bybee of the Ninth Circuit acknowledged this state of affairs. In his concurring opinion, Judge Bybee wrote: “We have seen case after case come through our courts, serious and earnest efforts, even as they are controversial, to address the nation’s immigration challenges. Yet we have seen little engagement and no actual legislation from Congress.”

3. The Court’s Role in the Public Charge Litigation

In theory, Judge Bybee’s proposed solution to repeated executive overreaches in immigration policy seems ideal. Legislation from Congress would let executive agencies enforce the nation’s immigration laws with authority and legitimacy, while giving the courts a clear law to apply in adjudicating claims of executive overreach. In practice, however, Congress is far too paralyzed by partisanship to tackle an issue as controversial
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as immigration law. Some scholars attribute the very cause of administrative activity in immigration policy to congressional gridlock. As such, the debate over the public charge rule, as with any debate over immigration policy in recent history, is unlikely to be settled by congressional intervention in the near future.

It is unclear whether the Supreme Court’s order to let the rule proceed on procedural grounds is any indication of what it will decide if and when it reaches the merits of the case. What is at least obvious from the order is that Justice Gorsuch and the majority do not consider federal judges to be entirely powerless in settling disputes over executive-made immigration policy void of congressional input. The Court signaled as much with its decision to leave the statewide injunction in Illinois in place and by its indication that it can review the merits of the case should either party to the litigation seek a writ of certiorari. The Court’s concern that federal judges are too often granting relief at a scope that outsizes the reach of their own jurisdiction is of separate issue. A literal reading of Justice Gorsuch’s opinion suggests that federal judges may still use the power to enjoin agency action as given to them by the APA so long as they do so after a full evaluation of the merits and limit their relief to the parties before them.

Instead of affording blind deference to agency action, federal judges should exercise their own power to stymie executive overreaches in immigration policy within the existing bounds of the APA’s standards of review. The public charge litigation—bolstered by the recent precedent set by federal circuit judges and by the Supreme Court in The Census Case—presents a prime opportunity to do so. According to Chief Justice Roberts, even extraordinary standards of deference and review give way under “unusual circumstances” that warrant a court’s reversal of an executive action in immigration law.

The circumstances surrounding the public charge litigation surely reach that threshold. Analogous to the facts of The Census Case, the DHS’s stated reasons for the public charge policy exhibit a disconnect from—and on some points a direct contradiction to—the evidence put forth and acknowledged by the agency. The agency’s stated purpose in reforming the public charge rules was to increase the self-sufficiency of the noncitizen population. Yet the agency acknowledges several probable effects of the rule that are sure to depress—not promote—self-sufficiency,
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including decreases in job retention, health and nutrition, and educational attainment.\textsuperscript{276} The rule’s likely failure to serve its goal, coupled with adverse effects to both noncitizen well-being and small government fiscal policy, support the conclusion that the DHS rule is the type of bad policy that reaches the level of arbitrary and capricious.

To add one “unusual circumstance[]” to another, the Trump administration promulgated the public charge policy pursuant to a pattern of racially driven personal comments by the decisionmakers and a series of policies that seem to effectuate those sentiments.\textsuperscript{277} The Trump administration’s apparent racial animus and preoccupation with immigration policy are only made more sinister in this context by the American tradition of wielding public charge policy against racial and ethnic minorities.\textsuperscript{278} These circumstances suggest that the stated reason for the rule was a mere pretext to disguise the actual motivation: to capitalize on traditional public attitudes about welfare programs and immigration in order to punish noncitizen communities for political gain.\textsuperscript{279} This is the exact kind of contrived “distraction” that Chief Justice Roberts considered as grounds for an order to vacate the administration’s attempt to include a citizenship question on the 2020 census.\textsuperscript{280} If the Court can find that the Trump administration sought to depress noncitizen census response rates under the guise of enforcing the Voting Rights Act,\textsuperscript{281} certainly it can find that the Trump administration sought to disproportionately deny admission to and jeopardize the LPR statuses of nonwhite immigrants under the guise of immigrant self-sufficiency.

Beyond the unusual circumstances and policy reasons for vacating the DHS rule, the public charge litigation offers ample legal authority for the courts to rebuke the Trump administration’s attempt to change LPC law. Executive agencies simply cannot usurp Congress’ power to make laws concerning immigration and naturalization.\textsuperscript{282} Through the INA, Congress codified a totality of the circumstances test that the DHS rule undermines with its compulsory assignment of values to certain characteristics.\textsuperscript{283} If allowed to take effect, the DHS rule will reverse decades of case law, statutory schemes, and regulations that value public health, true self-sufficiency, and supplementary aid to legal noncitizens without threatening immigration consequences.\textsuperscript{284} Put plainly, the rule
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is contrary to a number of laws in a way that empowers a judge to vacate agency action under the APA.285

Such an executive overreach is well within the scope of judicial review, even in a policy area like immigration where the executive is afforded particularly deferential treatment.286 The APA explicitly gives federal courts the power to vacate executive action where it is arbitrary and capricious or otherwise contrary to law.287 The petitioner-states have more than satisfied their burden in proving that the DHS acted arbitrarily and against existing law when it promulgated the public charge rule. Judge Bybee of the Ninth Circuit, and other commentators who side with the DHS in the name of judicial deference, are wrong in their stance that the federal courts are powerless in blocking executive overreaches in immigration policy.288 If it were true that only Congress could intervene when an administrative agency breaches the limits of its authority, Congress would not have codified the right to judicial review in the APA for cases of unlawful or unauthorized executive action.289

Congress’s abdication of its own duty to resolve policy debates as complex and divisive as those surrounding immigration is no excuse for a federal judge’s abdication of her own duty to serve as a check on executive power. Where an executive action undermines well-established statutory schemes and case law in order to implement a policy that threatens public health and public budgets, federal courts can and should exercise their power to review and vacate the agency’s ruling. Such is the case for the DHS’s public charge rule. Federal courts should respond with action already sanctioned by Chief Justice Roberts and the Supreme Court: vacate and remand the DHS’s public charge rule, forcing the agency to offer “genuine justifications” for such an extreme reversal in immigration policy that can be appropriately scrutinized by the public who stands to be harmed by it.290

IV. Conclusion

The Trump administration’s public charge rule is an immigration policy that will have detrimental, rippling effects for government budgets, public health, and economic output—many of which the administration has acknowledged. In light of the administration’s robust anti-immigration agenda outside of the public charge policy and its apparent disdain for nonwhite, low-income immigrants in particular, it certainly seems that a plausible motive for the rule’s enactment was to target and punish communities
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they have already politicized. At the very least, the rule simply does not serve its stated purpose to ensure the self-sufficiency of the immigrant population.

As the public charge litigation proceeds through the federal courts, presiding judges should not abdicate their responsibilities by deciding it is a job better suited for Congress or citing traditional deference to the executive in shaping immigration policy. That deference does not extend to blatant overreaches by executive agencies attempting to undo years of precedent with an administrative regulation. Instead, federal judges should remember that they are bound by the precedent set by Chief Justice Roberts in *The Census Case*: when there is a “disconnect between the decision made and the explanation given,” an agency has acted in a way that is arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion. The public charge rule patently meets this standard, with the additional feature of contradicting established law. Federal judges should treat it as such, and use the power vested in them by the APA to vacate the public charge rule.
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